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method to exclude outlier data which can be added even
experimental data. We assumed that vehicle is moving
straight forward direction by excluding other status with
sensing data.
General calibration of the ADAS application should be
performed using calibration pads located at the designated
physical position around the vehicle which is illustrated in
Figure 1. This calibration method is inconvenient because it
cannot be carried out by an individual and must be carried out
by specialists in maintenance procedures. Efficient automatic
calibration without any human intervention is still required
in automotive application.

Abstract ADAS applications using optical camera should
have accurate view orientation for correct computation. We need
calibration of view orientation which is changed from initial
installed status for impact, deformation, etc. In this research, we
proposed automatic computation methods for camera
orientation with using optical flow captured movie and vehicle
motion data without longtime task at a vehicle workshop. We
used small set captured images for about 4seconds without
correction for lens distortion and collected vectors of optical
flow. Collected vectors of optical flow modified by using camera
lens intrinsic in formation and using mathematical regression
we calculated camera calibration data. We eliminated part of
vectors of optical flows far from regression curve for we
considered them as outlier data. We implemented using OpenCV
API, made cases using equipment of 3degree of freedom camera
motion control and tested on our implementation. We found that
we can get camera orientation parameters, with accuracy range
less than 5 pixels. Part of this error may come from initial
configuration error and computation error. Therefore, fine
tuning of calibration may be required after our proposed method
however, fine tuning process can be more efficient with using
calculated result from our method. Our experimental results
show proposed method are fulfilled for fast detection of camera
calibration data in ADAS application like 360 around view
system with reasonable accuracy, performance. Furthermore,
method for exclude outlier data work efficiently.

Figure 1. Example of calibration process
Previous methods of camera calibration using optical flow
are based on comparison of optical flow of images and
camera movement which is similar to our approach. However,
previous methods have limitation that reference straight lines
should be parallel to camera movement like Figure 2 (A).
Another method used known object shape and movement to
calculate camera parameters for object tracking which is not
applicable vehicle application. Some methods use special
sensor devices like stereoscopic camera, lidar, etc. [2]
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I. INTRODUCTION
Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) to visualize
blind spot use optical cameras should have accurate view
orientation for correct computation. There are various kind
of methods to calculating camera pan, tilt and roll angle from
image obtained from camera [1]. We can get various sensor
data including motion speed, pinion angle, tilting and roll
angles of vehicle body, etc. from operating vehicle. With
using these sensing data, we can decide status of vehicle
movement is appropriate condition for automatic camera
calibration. We proposed calculate camera orientation
change related to initial orientation and vehicle movement
direction using captured movie in appropriate condition.
In our research, we proposed efficient method to calculate
camera orientation related to vehicle movement which can be
adaptable on ADAS applications. We also proposed effective
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Figure 2. Previous methods of optical flow calibration
[3][4]

Equation (1)
II. PROPOSED METHOD
Our proposed method is using optical flow of the video
which is captured at appropriate condition. Condition for pan
and tilt calibration is forward (camera lens direction) motion
and horizontal movement for vehicle side attached camera.
Condition of motion can be detected with using sensor data of
vehicle. Equation (1) is ideal optical flow (Ox, Oy) of forward
(+z axis) direction movement, where field of view (Fov_h,
Fov_v), pan (θy) tilt (θx) and roll (θz) angle.

Figure 3. 3DOF – Pan, Tilt, Slide controller

2.1. Calculation procedure
We assumed that roll angle change is none. Procedure for
calculating pan and tilt is as follows;
a. collect optical flow set (x, y, dx, dy) from captured
movie
b. ifopticalflowsetistoomuchbiased(80%locatedatonequad
rantoronehalf)thenre-captureimages.
c. compute x intercepts and y intercepts of (x, dx) and (y,
dy) pair with linear least squares method. This point is
motion center (cx, cy). If correlation coefficient is less than
0.7 then back to step a.
d. compute pixel displacement between initial center
(cx-ox, cy-oy) and compute pan (θy) and tilt (θx) with using
camera field of view(Fov_h, Fov_v) and resolution.

Sample movie has been taken for 5 seconds with 50 cm
straight movement with pan and tile configuration of about
10 degrees change. We implemented on PC environment
specification listed on Table 2 and software environment is
listed on Table 3.
Table 2: Implementation device specification
e. CPU f. Intel® Xeon® CPU E3-1230
V2
g. RAM
h. 16.0 GB DDR3
i. GPU j. NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760
Table 3: Software environment
OS
Windows 10 Pro 1803
Language Python 2.7.14, OpenCV
3.4.1

2.2. Implementation
We implemented andtested to calculate camera
parameters with the procedure which is stated above.

We used OpenCV[5][6] application programming
interface for captured image import, image pre-processing,
optical flow calculation with Python language binding. We
used Python language to use pandas, pyplot analyzing tool.

2.2.1. Test environment
We developed test equipment to make test data for
calculating camera orientation, pan and tilt using optical
flow. We used GoPro HERO6 camera to take sample movie
with various kind camera settings for instance, wide angle,
linear angle mode, multiple frames per second. We selected
configuration listed in Table 1 after various testing. We used
3 degree of freedom camera control system (Figure 3) to
emulate pan, tilt and straight motion.

2.2.2. Intrinsic Camera parameter
Basic camera intrinsic parameters are listed in Table 4.
Especially, vertical and horizontal field of view is used in the
Equation (1).

Table 1: Imaging equipment
Frame size
1080p (1920 × 1080)
Frame per second 24 FPS
Recording time
1 sec stop, 3 sec slide, 1 sec stop
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Table 4: HERO6 Black Field of View (FOV)
Information
Angle of view
V.FOV deg H.FOV deg
16 x 9 W (zoom=0%)
69.5
118.2
16 x 9 W (zoom=100%) 35.7
62.2
16
x
9
Linear 55.2
85.5
(Zoom=0%)
16:9
Linear 29.3
49.8
(Zoom=100%)
Figure6. Farneback method applied video
The second optical flow algorithm as shown in Figure 6 is
the Farneback algorithm. It is not a method of tracking
feature points but a method of obtaining optical flow of pixels
at a specific position, so it is possible to obtain highly
accurate results. However, since the calculation process is
complicated, the amount of calculation and number of
outliers is also relatively huge. The disadvantage of this
method is that an average of 5 minutes is spent on an intel i7
CPU when analyzing a 5 second image with 1920x1080
resolution.
We applied the two algorithms and found that Pyramid
Lucas-Kanade method is more suitable for camera auto
calibration. In this paper, we will solve the problem by
applying this algorithm.

2.2.3. Selection of optical flow method
Optical flow is calculated from two image difference with
time difference which generate vectors of motion in specific
point. We tested with Lucas-Kanade method[7] and
Farneback Method[8].

2.2.4. Optical flow Analysis
ADAS, which is the scope of this paper, has four cameras
on the front, left side, right side and rear side. However, since
front and rear cameras and left and right cameras have the
same application method, the front and left sides will be
described like general ADAS application. [9]
In the case of the front camera, the camera parameters are
searched from the vanishing of the feature points.

Figure 4.Lucas-Kanade method applied video

Figure 5. Pyramid Lucas-Kanade method applied
video

The Lucas-kanade method[7] used in Figure 4 belongs to
sparse optical flow and traces feature points using prominent
feature points such as corners. This method can set the
number of feature points to be traced and has a merit that
calculation can be done in a short time because the amount of
computation is small. However, the flow cannot be calculated
for large movements exceeding the window size set as the
movement of the car. As a result, the outliers also increased
as a result of the small flow not related to the overall motion.
To solve these problems, Pyramid Lucas-Kanade method,
which searches various scaled images through a pyramid
window, was applied and the same result as Figure 5 was
obtained.
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Figure 7. Front side camera optical flow calculation
The feature points to be traced are set up to 300 in
consideration of the speed and quality of computation. When
setting feature points, the error is reduced by
forward-backward method and the outlier is filtered and
extracted. The result obtained by the method is displayed on
the image frame and the Figure 7 is output.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Optical flow data is gathered with OpenCV and tracing
module and selection module is added. Image is captured
with robot motion devices which already have alignment
error less than 2 degrees. To obtain the optical flow set to be
used in Equation (1), we need to find dx and dy in each
camera, which can be obtained based on the vanishing point
of the feature points.
The coordinates of the vanishing point of the feature
points flow obtained by regression [10]. By comparing this
coordinate with the θ value of the calibrated camera should
have and calculate degrees the camera should correctly
calibrated. Figure 11 illustrates calculating vanishing point
by regression with x,y position and optical flow vector.

Figure 8. Front side camera optical flow plotting
In Figure 8, start points andend points of the average
movement in optical flows during the frame flow of camera
moves are plotted by adding lines connecting these two
points.
The side camera has the same method as the front camera,
but the vanishing point of the feature points exists outside the
image frame.

(a)

Figure 9. Left side camera optical flow calculation
When the optical flow of the feature points extracted from
the left side camera image is displayed on the image frame,
the result is Figure 9.

(b)
Figure 11. Regression of optical flow vector
Figure 10. Left side camera optical flow plotting

In addition, this method has limitations that must be
executed in a short period of time because of hardware
limitations. A total of 10 execution times are measured.
The average execution time of 10 execution results is
5361.3ms. Compared with the captured movie with
about 5 second runtime, the optical flow computation is
performed within 0.5 seconds on average, which is
tolerable for adjustment of vehicle application.

Figure 10 is a graph showing the lines connecting the
start and end points of the average movement in the
optical flow of the left side camera image.In the case of
the left side camera, since the vanishing point of the
feature points exists outside the frame, the arbitrary
extension line is drawn as a blue line.
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Table5: Experiment result
Front camera
Front camera
Front Camera
Left Camera
Left Camera
Data
Tilt 0°, pan 0° Tilt -10°, pan 0° Tilt -20°, pan 0° Tilt 0°, pan -10° Tilt -20°, pan 0°
Tilt (in)
0°
-10°
-20°
0°
-20°
Tilt (out)
2.09°
-12.33°
-23.88°
1.21°
-21.53°
Error
2.09°
2.33°
3.88°
1.21°
1.53°
Pan (in)
Pan (out)
Error

0°
3.51°
3.51°

0°
4.02°
4.02°

0°
3.27°
3.27°

-10°
-13.99°
3.99°

IV. CONCLUSION
We proposed efficient calibration methods with optical
flow computation and estimation of camera orientation angle
with reasonable accuracy. Our method use captured about 5
seconds movie, calculate optical flow with pyramid
lucas-kanade method, calculate vanishing point from
regression of x,y coordinate and optical flow. With using
vanishing point and camera parameters, compute camera
orientation changing. It may be required additional fine
tuning to get more accurate result, however it worthy to be
used in ADAS application like 360 view system camera
adjustment. Total computation overhead to process proposed
method are less than 0.5 seconds in PC environment. It is
possible to adapt for adjustment of vehicle application.
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